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Probabilistic flood risk mapping including spatial dependence
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Abstract:

Effective flood risk management depends on methods for estimating flood hazard and an appraisal of the dominant uncertainties
in the analysis. Typically, hydraulic models are used to simulate the extent of flooding for an estimate of the flow in a particular
reach for a chosen probability of exceedance. However, this definition causes problems at river confluences where flows derive
from multiple sources. Here, a model-based approach was adopted to describe the multisite joint distribution of river flows for
three rivers that converge on the city of Carlisle (UK). Monte-Carlo methods were used to generate flood events with realistic
spatial dependence between tributaries which would occur over a 1000 year period. To account for the uncertainty in the data
used to create the event set, block bootstrapping was used to produce a further 100 runs of the event generator over notional
1000 year periods. Each of the 20 000 events created by this process was then simulated using a 10m resolution two-dimensional
hydraulic model of the whole city to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. Spatial dependence was found to be important
because no single event caused the maximum flood extent at all locations and assuming perfect correlation between tributaries
overestimated flood hazard. Uncertainty in estimates of inundation probability was significant to the extent that confidence
intervals in risk estimates were larger than expected; however, the interaction of flows with the flood defences and valley
topography gave a distinct structure to the inundation probabilities and risk. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The mapping for flood inundation depth and extent using
hydraulic modelling techniques has become an essential
component of flood risk management practice in many
countries. Maps can take the form of extreme flood outlines,
measures of flood hazard (e.g. probability of inundation)
and risk (e.g. inundation probability multiplied by conse-
quence), although how the data are presented varies widely.
A typical application might commence with delineating a
flood outline associated with a particular return period that
will be exceeded on average once every T-years where T is
typically in the region 25-1000 (annual exceedance
probabilities (AEP) of 0.04–0.001). This definition of a
flood event causes problems at confluences where, due to
the possible combinations of flow magnitude and timing on
the tributaries, it is difficult to define a single flow that will
be exceeded on average once every T-years. The flow at
downstream locations is a combination of the flows on each
tributary; thus, for any given flow at a point immediately
downstream of a tributary, there is a theoretically infinite
number of combinations of upstream flows that could
produce it. For the example river system in Figure 1, it is
easy to imagine scenarios in which (1) a very extreme flow
on tributary B and a non-flood causing high flow on
tributary C combine to cause flooding at downstream point
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A, (2) an extreme flow on tributary C and a normal winter
flow on tributary B combine to cause flooding at point A or
(3) high flowswhich cause little or no flooding on tributaries
B and C combine to cause flooding at point A. Traditional
flood risk management methods have typically sidestepped
the issue of tributary dependence by focussing onmodelling
the T-year flow on a single water course, for instance the
Environment Agency Flood Map is based on modelling
the 100 and 1000 year return period (AEP 0.01 and 0.001)
flows on all watercourses within England and Wales based
on this assumption.
An alternative approach favoured by the insurance

industry is to create a synthetic set of many thousands of
extreme rainfall events (extent, intensity and duration) from
the statistical properties of known storms and then use these
to drive a model cascade consisting of rainfall-runoff, river
routing and floodplain inundation models (Reiche, 2012).
This implicitly generates spatial dependence between flows
on different tributaries within river catchments but at the
expense of introducing additional steps in the modelling
chain each with their own uncertainties. A better approach,
but one which has not been widely used to date, may instead
be to use available river gauging station data directly to
estimate the spatial dependence structure of extreme flows.
This has the advantage that flow and stage are the boundary
forcing data required by the hydraulic models that are
employed to turn river flows into distributed water depths
and velocities and hence predict hazard.
An assessment of the dependence between combina-

tions of flows on tributaries can be made by determining
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Figure 1. Example river system with gauges A, B and C
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which combinations are more likely to occur than others.
Which combinations are most likely is defined by the
dependence betweenflows on tributaries B andC (Figure 1).
Due to differences in rainfall patterns, antecedent wetness
and runoff generation processes on the different tributaries,
it is expected that flows on confluent tributaries are not
generally perfectly dependent. Furthermore, due to the
complexities of the flooding process, it is also not possible to
predict which combination of flows will lead to a flood
extent of a given recurrence interval. One possible solution
to this problem is to use Monte-Carlo methods and simulate
all the ‘events’ above a given magnitude over a period of
time, each ofwhich combines flows from the tributaries, and
then conduct hydraulic mapping of each of these events
before calculating the frequency of inundation at each
location to work out the T-year extent or AEP. To avoid
sampling uncertainty in the estimate of the T-year event, it
is necessary to simulate many more years of events than
the T-year recurrence interval of interest. There are two
main difficulties in this approach. The first is ensuring
tributary flows have the correct dependence structure, and
the second is the computational effort required to run a
hydraulic model a sufficient number of times to get a low
Monte Carlo sampling uncertainty in the T-year event.
The computation problem is compounded in the urban
environment by complex topography and topology,
which requires modelling of flows in two-dimensions at
resolutions fine enough (e.g.<=10m) to resolve the street
pattern (Mark et al., 2004; Fewtrell et al., 2008).
Fortunately, recent developments in two-dimensional

hydraulic modelling have made this type of Monte-Carlo
study significantly more practical. The use of computer
technologies targeted at numerically intensive applica-
tions, like hydraulic modelling (Lamb et al., 2009; Neal
et al., 2010), has increased the volume of computation that
can be considered reasonable. Meanwhile, more efficient
hydraulic codes have been developed that ignore some
shallow water flow processes, to yield methods including
volume spreading (Hall et al., 2003; Gouldby et al., 2008)
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
and dynamic wave models that neglect advection (Bates
et al., 2010; Neal et al., 2012). Here, the dynamic formulation
of the LISFLOOD-FP hydraulic model was used in
preference to computationally more expensive shallow
water and diffusive wave models (e.g. Hunter et al., 2005).
In estimating the joint distribution of extreme river

observations the most important choice is which depend-
ence model to use. The model used must be able to handle
multiple locations (i.e. more than two), dependence
between flood observations and non-flood observations
and the fact that dependence may change as the river flow
observations get more extreme. The model used was the
Heffernan and Tawn (2004) model, which can handle all
these features. This model has previously been used
successfully for river flows in Keef et al. (2009a,b) who
mapped the level of spatial dependence over Great Britain
and Lamb et al. (2010) who showed how the method can
be used in conjunction with existing risk maps to develop
and estimate the loss that can be expected to be exceeded
once every T-years. In this paper, observations of river
stage at multiple gauging stations were used to derive an
event set according to the methodology described in Keef
et al. (2011). This event set was then used to drive a
hydraulic model via a rating curve, which will introduce
errors to the modelling chain, to obtain flood depths for all
the events in the event set. The use of stage observations is
in contrast to previous applications of this method which
were based on discharge. However, because within the
method, the distribution of observations at each site is
modelled separately from the dependence structure
between the sites, this use of a different type of data
should make no difference to the analysis.
This paper aims to map flood hazard while considering

the spatial dependence between reach flows and takes the
city of Carlisle (UK) as a case study because flows from
three tributaries influence the flood hazard (see Study Site
section). The analysis of uncertainty was restricted to the
estimates of flow frequency at each gauge and the spatial
dependence between gauge sites. However, the sensitivity
of the hydraulic model to event timing on tributaries and
event duration was also assessed. The second section
describes the study site and data available. In the third
section, the statistical model-based approach of Keef et al.
(2011) was used to simulate the set of all flood events which
would occur in a 1000 year period given the frequency of
flows and extremal flow dependencies between river flows
on different tributaries. Next, the statistical model behind
this event generator was refitted to subsets of the flow time
series data 100 times using a block bootstrapping method
to estimate the uncertainty in extreme flows. Then, a two-
dimensional hydraulic model was used to perform the
flood inundation mapping of the city. This model was
calibrated using a large flood event that occurred in 2005,
and the sensitivity of this model to event timing and
duration assessed. Finally, simulated high flow events
were used to force the hydraulic model in order to
simulate inundation depths for each generated event and
calculate flood hazard. In this analysis, the existing flood
defences were assumed to hold under all loadings because
Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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the failure probabilities were expected to be low at the
study site. The analysis could be extended, at the cost
of significantly increasing the numbers of model runs, by
estimating the failure probability using a fragility curve
method for different loadings (e.g. Hall et al., 2003; Apel
et al., 2006; Gouldby et al., 2008).
STUDY SITE

The test site for this study is the River Eden (Cumbria,
UK) and two of its tributaries, the Rivers Petteril and
Caldew, which join in the city of Carlisle (see Figure 2). The
site was flooded by an estimated 1 in 150 year (0.0067AEP)
event at the Sheepmount Gauge (Clarke, 2005; Day, 2005)
event in January 2005 for which a post-event survey of 263
wrack and water marks was conducted (Neal et al., 2009).
The severity of the urban flooding and availability of
distributed validation data has led to a number of
inundation model studies, which have examined the
hydraulics of the event and the performance of various
two-dimensional hydraulic models (Neal et al., 2009;
Horritt et al., 2010; Fewtrell et al., 2011). To simulate
event flows at this site, daily maximum stage data from six
Figure 2. Site map showing gauge

Table I. Gauging station

Station Start date

Sheepmount 31st December 1975
Cummersdale 16th September 1997
Harraby Green 31st December 1975
Linstock 17th December 1998
Great Corby 11th December 1996
Greenholme 31st December 1975

Note: Flows are based on rating curves and measurements of stage.

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Environment Agency gauging stations were used (see
Table I). The reason for using stage rather than flow is that
one of the gauges is level only. Furthermore, the length of
available data record for Cummersdale, Linstock, and
Great Corby is less than ideal; in general, 20 years of
record is the minimum needed for a good estimate of the
extremal dependence. However, this is typical of many
practical flood risk problems, and it is better to use a short
record than not use the data at all. The consequence of
these short records is an increased level of uncertainty in
the resulting analyses as discussed in the Uncertainty
Estimation section.
GENERATION OF EVENTS AT CARLISLE

The approach taken was to fit a statistical model to flood
flows at each of the gauging stations and simulate from the
statisticalmodel to produce a set of all the flood events larger
than some threshold that would occur in a 1000 year period.
This is the same approach as that described in Keef et al.
(2011), and Lamb et al. (2010) so only a brief description of
the methodology, along with an overview of the gauge data
statistics, will be given here.
s, river network and urban areas

s used in the analysis

End date Gauge type

30th November 2007 Stage/Flow
30th November 2007 Stage/Flow
30th November 2007 Stage/Flow
30th November 2007 Stage
30th November 2007 Stage/Flow
30th November 2007 Stage/Flow

Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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Methodological details

The statistical model used is that of Heffernan and
Tawn (2004) which describes the distribution of a set of
variables conditional upon one of the set being extreme,
where extreme is defined as exceeding a certain (high)
threshold. In this section, we give a brief overview of the
dependence model, but for full details, see the original
paper. There are two reasons why it is necessary to simulate
events from thismodel in aMonteCarlo procedure. Thefirst
is the complicated nature of what we are trying to model.
Without running a hydraulic model for the situation when
one tributary has a 60 year flow and one has a 70 year flow,
compared with the situation when the return periods
are the other way round, it is difficult to know which
would result in the greatest flood extent. The second
is that, as we will see below, the Heffernan and Tawn
model is semi-parametric. This means that it is difficult
to know a priori and precisely the joint probability of
observing a certain combination of return periods at each
gauging station.
The statistical method uses a copula approach (Nelder,

1999) to separate the flow distribution at each individual
site (marginal distributions) and the dependence structure
between flows at different sites. For the marginal
distributions a statistical model is fitted to the portion of
the data where the flows are above a (high) threshold and
for the dependence structure a composite statistical model
is fitted to the portion of the data when at least one
variable is above the threshold. An empirical distribution
is used for the non-extreme portion of the data. The whole
modelling approach can be described as a multivariate
peaks over threshold approach.
The statistical model used for the marginal distributions

is the generalised Pareto distribution; this choice is
asymptotically justified for peaks over threshold data
series. As the model is based on a copula approach, the
first step in the modelling procedure is to transform the
data onto a common scale. The Laplace distribution was
used as this introduces linear relationships between
extreme observations of the variables.
For a set of sites Y = {Y1, . . ., Yi, . . ., Yd} where

Y� i= {Y1, . . .,Yi� 1,Yi + 1, . . .,Yd} the Heffernan and Tawn
model can be written as

Y�ij Yi ¼ yð Þ ¼ ajiyþ ybjiZji

where a|i and b|i are vectors of parameters, a|i is limited
between �1 and 1, and b|iis limited to be less than 1.
Between a pair of sites Yi, Yj, where j 6¼ i the overall
strength of dependence is described by aj|i, and how the
dependence changes with increasing values of Yi is
described by bj|i. The dependence between Y� i|(Yi= y) is
modelled non parametrically using the residuals Z|i.
Extensions to handle missing data and temporal depend-
ence are presented in Keef et al. (2009a,b). To simulate an
event, set models are fitted conditioning on all Yi and a
simulation from each model is performed. For a
description of the model fitting and simulation procedure,
see Keef et al. (2011).
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Preliminary statistical analysis

Before using the Heffernan and Tawn model to simulate
an event set, it is necessary to make four choices:

1. The threshold abovewhich observations are considered
to be extreme.

2. The time lags to use in the modelling procedure, which
is equivalent to estimating the maximum event length.

3. The number of events to simulate.
4. The number of times to simulate from each model.
The threshold above which observations are considered
to be extreme must be high enough that the asymptotic
assumptions hold but low enough that there is still sufficient
data above it with which to estimate the statistical model.
The choice of threshold should be informed by checks on
the data. In particular, in fitting the Heffernan and Tawn
model, the main check on whether or not the threshold is
sufficiently high is whether or not the residuals appear to be
independent of the conditioning variable. In fitting to the
Carlisle data, it seemed that the daily level exceeded 1% of
the time (0.99 probability threshold) was sufficiently high
for all sites because the resulting fits appeared adequate
(Figure 3). The diagnostic checks on this choice of threshold
are outlined in Coles (2001).
To choose the event length, the data were examined to

estimate the time lag at which the extremal dependence
drops to zero; in other words, the time lag in days at which
the probability of observing an extreme observation on both
days is approximately zero. The Heffernan and Tawnmodel
was used to establish this lag in accordance with the
procedure described in Keef et al. (2009a,b). In keeping
with the fits to data from each site, extreme was defined as
being above the 0.99 probability threshold. A maximum
time lag of 4 days was found to be enough to identify all
flood events, giving an event length of 5 days. This is
shorter than the lag of 7 days which was found to be
adequate formost UK sites (Keef et al., 2010), which is to be
expected as the rivers in the Eden catchment are relatively
quick responding.
The next stage of the analysis was to calculate how many

events are expected to be observed in 1000 years; for this,
the distribution of the number of events per year needed to
be estimated. Thefirst step in this estimationwas to calculate
numbers of events in each year. The definition of event used
was the exceedance of the probability threshold by any of
the gauging stations. Hence, to calculate the observed
number of events per year, the observed data was first split
into blocks of 5 days. Then, for each observed year, the
number of these 5 day blocks when any of the flow gauges
were above the relevant 0.99 probability threshold was
calculated. In this way, 32 observations of the number of
events per year were obtained, corresponding to the longest
record length amongst the gauging station records used in
this study. A Poisson distribution was fitted to these
observations, which gave a reasonable fit using a QQ-plot.
In using the data in this way, the fact that only the gauges
at Sheepmount, Harraby Green and Greenholme have
Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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Figure 3. Q-Q plots for generalised Pareto distribution fit to daily maximum stage from each gauging station. Crosses are the estimated empirical
quantiles against the estimated model quantiles, and the horizontal lines show 95% confidence intervals for the empirical quantiles
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complete records of the periods shown in Table I could
be ignored. Therefore, it was assumed that it is not possible
for one of the other stations to have an exceedance without
one of these observed stations also having an exceedance.
The final part of the preliminary statistical analysis was

to decide the number of times to condition on each
station. For this, the relative numbers were simply set to
be equal. This is equivalent to assuming that the
correlation between each pair of gauging stations is
approximately equal. The alternative to making this
assumption would be to calculate the observed propor-
tions in the data. This would be simple if there were no
missing data; however, the chances of a gauging station
having the maximum observed value is higher if there are
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only two stations with observations than if all six stations
are observed. There are fewer than 8 years of data when
all stations were observed simultaneously which is
insufficient to provide an accurate estimate.
To check that the model has correctly captured the

dependence in the real data, the best check is a visual
inspection of the real and simulated data; three examples
are shown in Figure 4. In these plots, it can be seen that
both the fitted marginal distributions and the dependence
structure appear valid. This is because it is difficult to see
any difference between the scatter of the simulated data and
the overplotted scatter of the real data. These three pairs of
stations were chosen because each station appears once, and
the level of dependence in each pair is noticeably different.
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Uncertainty estimation

The method used to include an estimate of the
uncertainty in the level data due to the short record
length was non-parametric block bootstraping, which is
fully described by Davison and Hinckley (1997). The
basic non-parametric bootstrap is a technique to resample
a set of data to obtain information about the variation
in the data. In carrying out the block bootstrapping
procedure, blocks of data are resampled before the
whole analysis is repeated on each resampled data set.
The blocks are chosen to be large enough to preserve
the temporal dependence in the time series but small
enough to allow a large number of possible combinations
in each resample. Due to the seasonality of the data,
it is sensible to choose blocks that correspond to a
whole year.
To estimate the value of a parameter θ of the distribution

fromwhich the sampleX θis taken and the uncertainty in the
estimate θ̂ of θ the basic bootstrap method is as follows:

1. ResampleXwith replacement to obtain a bootstrapped
sample X* of size �.

2. Calculate θ̂for X*.

Steps 1 and 2 are repeated B times, where B is large, to
obtain a sample θ̂B , of estimates of θ̂ of size B. The
variation in this sample can then be assessed and used as
the estimate of uncertainty in the parameter estimation. In
particular, to obtain a 95% confidence interval you can
take the end points of this interval to be the 0.025 and
0.975 quantiles of θ̂

B
.

In carrying out the boostrapping procedure, each stage
in the estimation procedure was performed for each
bootstrapped sample. These were:

1. Estimate the distribution of data from each site by
fitting a GP distribution to data above the 0.99
probability threshold and an empirical distribution
to data below this.

2. Transform the data to Laplace margins.
3. Fit the Heffernan and Tawn model conditioning on

each gauge in turn.
4. Fit a Poisson distribution to the number of events

per year.
5. Simulate 100 observations from this Poisson distri-

bution to give total number of events in 1000 years,
denoted N1000.

6. Simulate from the fitted Heffernan and Tawn models
to obtain N1000 events.

By repeating these steps on the original data and 99
bootstrapped samples, it was possible to obtain 1000 years
of events that represent the ‘best estimate’ event set and 99
event sets of 1000 years of events that represent the
uncertainty in this event set. For each event in each of the
event sets, a two dimensional hydraulic model was used to
simulate the resulting dynamic inundation patterns to obtain
the maximum water depths that would result.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
HYDRAULIC MODELLING

The floodplain inundation model used in this study was
required to simulate a large number of events (20 000)
meaning a quick runtime and sufficient stability to operate
unsupervised in a batch simulation mode was essential.
This practical consideration resulted in a limited range of
two-dimensional codes from which to choose from, if the
time taken to conduct the study and model spatial resolution
was to remain reasonable. A LISFLOOD-FP hydraulic
model for the Carlisle region was built that comprised of a
one-dimensional channel model and a two-dimensional
floodplain model that covers a 4 km by 6 km domain
(Figure 2). The implicit diffusive channel model has a
simple rectangular channel and irregular along stream bed
topography defined from cross-section survey data, with the
bridges in the domainmodelled as width constrictions in the
1D channel model (see Fewtrell et al., 2011 for details).
Uniform flowwas assumed along the downstream boundary
of the model (western edge) with the water surface slope set
at a constant 0.0006mm�1. This value is the valley slope
estimate used by Horritt et al. (2010) to model this site and
will have a backwater effect on the levels simulated at
the Sheepmount gauge and downstream of the city centre.
The Cartesian grid floodplain model used the explicit finite
difference model of Bates et al. (2010) where the
advection terms from the one-dimensional shallow water
equations are ignored. The 2D model used the same
downstream boundary slope as the channel model. This
numerical scheme was previously benchmarked against
five industry standard shallow water models by Neal et al.
(2012) and found to be three to ten times faster than a full
shallow water model implemented on the same computer
architecture, depending on the test case.
Hydraulic models require a definition of surface

topography, surface friction and event boundary condi-
tions (flows into and out of the domain) to simulate flood
inundation. Surface friction and topography were treated
deterministically because:
1. To treat either as stochastic would require more
simulations and thus more computation.

2. It is difficult to define distributions for the uncertainty
in these variables (see, for example, Pappenberger
et al., 2005; Pappenberger et al., 2007).

3. Simulation errors due to friction and the representation
of topography were assumed to be small relative to
those in flow frequency estimates for a calibrated
model.

A LiDAR dataset of 1m resolution was available to
define floodplain topography (Neal et al., 2009). These
elevation data were processed to remove buildings and
vegetation before re-insertion of buildings using digital
map data to improve their definition (Mason et al., 2007).
For the hydraulic modelling, the elevation model was
resampled to 10m resolution using a nearest neighbour
technique to make the computational problem more
tractable and because:
Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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1. A finer (5m) resolution model resulted in negligible
changes in simulated inundation given the available
evaluation data

2. A 25m resolution model (Neal et al., 2009) caused
a number of obvious and erroneous mass blockage
effects on the river Caldew floodplain.

As the sampling to 10m resolution may not capture
defence crest heights accurately, these were inserted into
the 10m elevation model using vector data from the
Environment Agency’s National Flood and Coastal
Defence Database. The addition of the defence data was
done twice to create two elevation models. The first
elevation model included the defences in place at the time
of the 2005 flood event and was used to calibrate the
hydraulic model channel and floodplain friction para-
meters (described in the next section). The second model
includes the works carried out to raise the flood defence
crest heights in response to the 2005 flooding. We assume
these defences will be in place and in good condition for
future flow events, so use this elevation model with
friction parameters from the 2005 model when simulating
the event sets.

Model calibration

The simplicity of the channel model means that it is not
expected to represent flows below bank full as accurately
as a model that uses all the cross-section data available
(Fewtrell et al., 2011) and is likely to be more accurate
after calibration of the roughness parameter. The same
applies to the floodplain model roughness parameters as
demonstrated by numerous studies (e.g. Aronica et al.,
1998; Hall et al., 2005; Hunter et al., 2005; Pappenberger
et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2005). Therefore, lumped
surface roughness coefficients for the channel and
floodplain were calibrated using the set of wrack and
water marks from the January 2005 flood (Day, 2005;
Neal et al., 2009; Horritt et al., 2010). Using the 2005
event flow data (Figure 5) and the calibration method
from Neal et al. (2009), roughness coefficients of 0.06 in
the channel and 0.07 on the floodplain were found to
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provide the best fit to the validation data, with an RMSE
of 0.244m and mean error 0.02 m. Whilst the channel
friction coefficient of 0.06 is somewhat high, Fewtrell
et al. (2011) found a similar RMSE (0.26 m) and
channel roughness (0.06) parameters when calibrating a
25m resolution TUFLOW model of this reach. Further-
more, the parameters are effective and in a crude
sense must also account for gauging errors during
high flow because this uncertainty was ignored by the
calibration process.

Sensitivity to treatment of the inflow hydrograph

The event generator described in the Generation of
Events at Carlisle section simulates the levels at gauging
stations, which must be converted to flows via a rating
curve to provide event boundary conditions for the hydraulic
model. The uncertainty associated with the hydraulic
model and rating curves have been ignored here to avoid a
computationally intractable problem, since it would be
necessary to Monte Carlo sample from a range of stage–
discharge relationships and model parameter sets, thus
increasing the dimensionality of the problem. Clearly,
neither the hydraulic model nor the gauge rating will be
perfect, and the errors are unlikely to be stationary with
discharge. Nevertheless, given the magnitude of the
uncertainty in the stage estimates from the event generator,
hydraulicmodel uncertaintywas thought to provide a smaller
contribution to the total uncertainty.
Before the event sets were run through the hydraulic

model, a simple sensitivity analysis was conducted on the
dynamics of the inflow hydrograph to assess the
sensitivity of maximum simulated depth to the relative
timing and duration of flood peaks on the three rivers.
This analysis was then used to decide how to convert the
peak flow events simulated by the event generator into
boundary conditions for the hydraulic model. The 2005
flood event hydrographs (Figure 5) were used as a control
event with two experiments conducted to assess event
timing on the River Caldew and event duration on all
three rivers. For the timing experiment, the flows on the
River Petteril were left unchanged as this small tributary
provided less than 5% of the flow in 2005. The timing of
the Caldew hydrograph was then varied from 2 h early to
6 h late (such that in the latter case, the Caldew peak was
coincident with the peak flow in the River Eden). Note
that this sensitivity analysis is designed to evaluate
modelling decisions regarding the treatment of peak flows
and does not represent the effect of potential catchment
interventions for flood risk reduction. The results of this
experiment, plotted in Figure 6, indicate that the depths
and flood extents are sensitive to the timing of flood peaks
on the river Caldew. The early arrival scenario had the
greatest effect, with the model suggesting the Caldew
would not have overtopped its embankments had the
peak of the 2005 event occurred 2 h early. Assuming
the peaks were near coincident resulted in up to 0.22m
of additional depth in the urban area along the west of
the Caldew. Thus, the two main conclusions from this
are that:
Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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1. Peak flows on the Caldew should not be considered
in isolation from those on the Eden (e.g. flood risk is
dependent on the flows in both rivers).

2. Assuming the peak flows were coincident resulted
in additional flooding, but had less of an effect on
depths than assuming flows were independent.

Event duration was assessed by adjusting the duration
of the 2005 flows on all tributaries using a multiplication
factor on the event time that ranged somewhat arbitrarily
from 0.5 to 1.7, although it is known from analysis of the
event lengths that no previously monitored events have
lasted longer than 5 days, which is approximately twice
the event length in 2005 (see Figure 5). The events of
different duration were then compared to a steady-state
simulation because a steady-state boundary condition is
easier to define from the event generator output than a
dynamic boundary. Steady state was defined as the point
where levels within the domain stop changing over time
given a constant inflow equal to the maximum flow. As
an additional test, the magnitude of the hydrographs was
also changed using a multiplication factor of between
0.5 and 1.5. The results of this experiment are summarised
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
by Figure 7, which plots the root mean squared difference
(RMSD) between the dynamic simulations and a steady-
state simulation with the same event magnitude. As each
simulation resulted in a different flood extent, RMSD was
only calculated at the locations of the wrack mark data used
to calibrate the model. Furthermore, to avoid a bias towards
under predicting models, the water surface elevation in the
nearestwet cell was usedwhere the shoreline fell short of the
wrack mark. A multiplication factor of 1 on each axis of
Figure 7 denotes the actual hydrographs for the 2005 event,
meaning that a steady-state simulation of the 2005 event
over-predicts the maximum water surface elevation of the
dynamic model by 0.345m. Increasing the magnitude of the
event led to a greater difference between steady-state and
dynamic simulation, which was expected as the rate of
change of discharge will scale with event magnitude (e.g.
the event becomes more flashy). Reducing the duration
multiplication factor had a smaller effect, but for the same
reason. The differences between steady-state and dynamic
simulations were greater than the magnitude of the errors
between the calibrated model and the wrack marks, even for
events more than 50% longer than the 2005 event.
Therefore, in this case, a steady-state assumption is likely
Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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to systematically overestimate inundation, especially for
high flow events, and this conclusion is likely to hold for
small events as well. To examine how long it takes for the
floodplain system to reach steady state, Figure 8 plots
the evolution of channel depth and domain volume
towards steady state for the 2005 maximum flows. It
took almost 10 h of simulation with constant inflow to
reach steady state from a dry floodplain and channel model
initialised with 250 m3s�1 of steady-state flow.
It is clear that the steady-state assumption overestimates

inundation depth and extent and that some representation of
the hydrograph is required, especially for very large events.
One approachwould be to use a design hydrograph based on
the historical flow record and attempt to estimate the
uncertainty in this model. If implemented deterministically
(e.g. ignoring the uncertainty), this would not increase the
number of hydraulic model simulations and can be
implemented easily; however, many more events would
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need to be simulated by the hydraulic model to consider
event timing and duration uncertainty. Furthermore, as none
of the observed historical events come close to causing the
urban flooding seen in 2005, thesemay not be representative
of the extreme scenario that is of most interest. Therefore,
hydrographs were generated by scaling themagnitude of the
2005 event given the peak flows simulated by the event
generator. This pragmatic approach was chosen tominimise
the number of runs required, and there is no suggestion that
this represents best practice. Although no analysis was
conducted to determine how far thiswould differ fromusing a
design hydrograph approach, clearly it neglects the potential
for different durations and timings on the tributaries as
sources of uncertainty in the predictions. Nevertheless, this
approach can be justified against assuming steady state
because the sensitivity to changing the arrival times
by �2 h and duration by �50% is less and more localised
that the error introduced by assuming steady state.
RESULTS

Hydraulic model simulations of the flow events from the
event generator were run on a high throughput computing
system, with access to up to 100 desktop machines. Not
all events from the event generator were simulated by the
hydraulic model. Instead, the events simulated by each
run of the event generator were first ranked by simulated
flow on the River Eden. Then, the 200 largest River Eden
flow events from each event set were simulated by the
hydraulic model. By running 200 simulations for each
event set, a relatively conservative approach was taken to
capture all the events that could cause urban flooding.
Typically, only a few events in each set resulted in urban
flooding, so the number of simulation runs for each event
set could in future be optimised by analysing the tributary
and joint flows in each set to filter out small events. To
illustrate this Figure 9 plots the additional fraction of the
domain that falls within the 0.01 AEP flood extent for
ranked events 11 to 200. The plot shows that these
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simulations do effect the 0.01 AEP flood extent, although
never inundate more than 2.5% of the domain in this case,
and that a simulation becomes less likely to affect the
0.01 AEP flood extent the smaller its flow at Sheepmount.
The plot also demonstrates that the 0.01 AEP flood extent
would be underestimated if only the ten largest events at
Sheepmount were simulated by the hydraulic model over
the 1000 year period simulated by the event generator.
More hydraulic model simulations or events simulated
over a shorter period of time would be needed to
characterise flood extents for shorter return periods such
as 0.1 AEP and below; however, as these did not inundate
the urban areas, they pose a relatively small risk. It took
3 days to run the 20 000 events with simulation times for
individual realisations ranging from ~10min to ~2 h
depending on the event magnitude and specifications of
the machine.
Flood inundation probability with spatial dependence

The map in Figure 10 displays AEP of inundation
based on 200 events simulated by the event generator
over a 1000 year period using all the gauge data in
Table I. This event set without bootstrapped uncertainty
can be taken as the ‘best estimate’ of inundation
probability and considers the stochastic extremal depend-
ence between tributary flows within the MC generator. To
aid visualisation, the mapped probabilities were truncated
for AEP above 0.1 (a return period of 1 in 10 years) and
the 0.01 AEP envelope plotted as a black line.
The most hazardous event (defined as the event resulting

in the greatest depth) differed on each reach as shown by the
plot of which event caused the greatest depth on Figure 11.
These events have been ranked by the maximum simulated
flows at the Sheepmount gauge (e.g. Event 1 has the largest
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total flow and 200 the smallest) and are plotted in
Figure 12. The inflows from the three tributaries for these
simulations are plotted in Figure 13, along with the
hydrographs form the 2005 event that provides the
hydrograph shape and relative peak flow timings. For
the Eden and lower sections of the Caldew, event 1 was
the most hazardous with a maximum discharge at the
Sheepmount gauge of 2185 m3s�1, which is 660 m3s�1

greater than the maximum observed flow during the 2005
flood. Event 6 was the most hazardous on the Petteril
with a maximum discharge at the Sheepmount gauge of
1506 m3s�1, although 86% of this flow came from the
Eden, while on the Caldew, event 7 was the most
hazardous and had a maximum flow at the Sheepmount
gauge of 1444 m3s�1. Over the 1000 year simulation
period, five events were larger than the 2005 flood which
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is consistent with the 1/150 year recurrence estimate for
this event. Although fewer than ten events will exceed the
0.01 AEP envelope at any location, a longer simulation
period is ideally needed at such return periods to reduce
the Monte Carlo sampling uncertainty.
The inundation probabilities and 0.01 AEP flood outline

on Figure 10 highlight that the flood defences on the
southern edge of the Edenfloodplain do indeed provide their
intended 0.01 AEP standard of protection (e.g. the
probability of inundation in the area behind these areas is
<0.01 in any year). The only area of the city where the flood
defences are not expected to provide a 0.01 AEP standard of
protection to a built up area is downstream of the Caldew
confluence on the Eden, although in practice, the proximity
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
of this area to the model downstream boundary would
necessitate the extension of the hydraulic model further
downstream on the Eden in an engineering design study.
To illustrate the effect of considering spatial dependence

on the 0.01 AEP envelope, a hydraulic model simulation
with the 0.01 AEP probability flow on each tributary was
conducted. The result, on Figure 10, shows additional
urban flooding in the areas marked A due to the combined
effect of Eden and Caldew 0.01 AEP flows. No additional
inundation was seen on the Petteril floodplain or its
confluence with the Eden. However, the Petteril flows
were small relative to the Eden, and the Petteril is steeper
than the Caldew, meaning its floodplain (marked B) is not
as sensitive to Eden levels. This estimate of AEP in
Hydrol. Process. 27, 1349–1363 (2013)
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Figure 10 is based on at most 32 years of data from
the gauging sites that condition the event generator, which
is a rather short period of time from which to estimate
events of 0.01 AEP. Therefore, we now simulate the effect
of this short record on inundation probability and the
position of the 0.01 AEP envelopes using a block
bootstrapping method.

Uncertainty due to short observation time series

Figure 14 shows the uncertainty in the spatial extent of
the 0.01 AEP flood extent, which was calculated by
normalising the sum of binary 0.01 AEP flood extents
from each of the 100 runs of the event generator (e.g. all
runs of the event generator are assumed equally likely).
Each flood extent may be a composite of several events in
an event set as demonstrated in Figures 9 and 10. For ease of
visualisation, the 10th and 90th percentile of the uncertainty
distribution are also plotted as vectors, these points represent
an 80% confidence outline. Much like the AEP plots, these
vectors may be a composite of several bootstrapped event
sets. In a follow-up paper, these results will be converted
into estimates of flood damage and show that the width of
the 80% confidence interval, in terms of monetary damage,
is greater than the expected damages (e.g. the 0.01 AEP
damages from run 1 of the event generator).
The decision to only simulate 100 runs of the event

generator was mainly motivated by computational cost, and
ideally more runs would have been included in the
bootstrapping experiment. Nevertheless, the ability of the
bootstrapping experiment to identify the area of the domain
between the 10th and 90th percentile of the uncertainty
distribution, given differing numbers of event generator
runs, was assessed by sampling from the 100 runs. To do
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this, event generator runs were randomly sampled into new
batches of runs, without replacement, to yield batches of
runswith sample sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 runs (batchA).
For a batch of runs, the areawithin 10th and 90th percentile of
the uncertainty distribution was identified as in Figure 14.
Then, from the remaining 50–90 event generator runs, a
second sample of equal size was extracted and the area
within the 10th to 90th percentile of the uncertainty
distribution calculated (batch B). Finally, a measure of fit
between the binary regions identified by the two batcheswas
assessed using the spatial performance measure of Aronica
et al. (2002) such that

F ¼
X

PA1;B1X
PA1;B1 þ

X
PA1;B0 þ

X
PA0;B1

 !

whereP is a cell of the hydraulicmodel,
X

PA1;B1 represents
all hydraulic model cells that both batches found to be
within the 10th and 90th percentile of the uncertainty

distribution, and
X

PA1;B0 þ
X

PA0;B1 represent cells

where there was disagreement. An F value of 1 indicates
perfect agreement between the batches, and zero indicates
no overlap. By repeating this experiment many times (5000
in this case), the expected error in the uncertainty analysis
due to sampling can be assessed. The results of this
experiment are plotted in Figure 15. They show that the
difference between batches A and B decreased exponen-
tially with sample size with a mean F of 0.85 by 50 samples.
This indicates that on average, the area between the 10th and
90th percentile of the 0.01 AEP flood outline from any 50
sample run of the event generator will differ from another
run of equal size by 15%. Ideally, more simulations are
needed to assess the accuracy of 100 runs; however,
 percentile 10th percentile
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the expected mean F for 100 samples was calculated as 0.96
by fitting a linear regressionmodel to log 1� F

�ð Þ. Although
more runs would be ideal, this 4% error seems reasonable
given the other uncertainties in the analysis.
Returning to the uncertainty map in Figure 14, the

flood defences tend to demark areas inundated at 0.01
AEP by all bootstrapped event sets and those inundated
by fewer than 35% of bootstrapped event sets, creating a
clear distinction between locations where inundation is
expected or not over a 100 year period. For the ~35% of
bootstrapped runs where the defences are overtopped the
inundation extent is almost identical to that of the 90th

percentile of the uncertainty distribution, we would
therefore expect the relationship between risk and event
magnitude to be highly non-linear. Interestingly, almost
all the area flooded outside the 90th percentile of the
uncertainty distribution was caused by a single run of the
event generator. This is due to repeated replication of the
Table II. Principal sources of uncertainty and their consideration

Uncertainty source Considere

Flow frequency Yes
Dependence between station flows Yes

Uncertainty due to short station record Yes

Rating curve errors No

Hydraulic model structural and parameter uncertainty No

Uncertainty in floodplain topography No

Uncertainty in floodplain infrastructure No

Uncertainty in observations used for model calibration No

Uncertainty due to future catchment and climate change No
Uncertainty in consequence and vulnerability No

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
2005 flood event by the bootstrapping method for this run
of the event generator and highlights the sensitivity of the
distribution fitted to the observed data to the occurrence
or not of extreme events in typical short duration gauge
records. Therefore, such extreme flow frequency distribu-
tions are to be expected given the short time series of the
observations relative to the events of interest. This is what
Blazkova and Beven (2009) described as the ‘realisation
effect in observations’, for a study where hydrological
model parameters for continuous simulation were
estimated from flow frequency statistics. They point out
that parameter sets that were successfully fitted to one set
of frequency data, from 30 years of observations, were
very likely to be rejected under all other realisations,
hence the quite different inundation probabilities simu-
lated here by each bootstrapped event set. Perhaps of
more concern, a validation set of 60 years of data, which
only overlapped the calibration data set by 10 years at one
gauge, had quite different frequency statistics. Recent
work on clustering of UK flood events into flood rich and
poor periods over the past century (e.g. Pattison and Lane,
2011 in this catchment) hints at the presence of important
systematic components to the North Atlantic climate that
would mean flood risk is non-stationary over the periods
typically of interest in flood risk management.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has taken a model-based approach to
estimating flow frequency and the uncertainty due to
short data records at river confluences. Spatial depend-
ence between rivers has been included to allow the joint
probability of flows at confluences to be assessed. Since
the Heffernan and Tawn model used is semi-parametric, it
is difficult to know a priori and precisely the joint
probability of observing a certain combination of return
periods flows at each gauging station. Therefore, we use
in this paper (adapted from examples in Beven et al., 2011)

d Comments/mitigation

GP distribution fitted to gauge level data
Dependence structure between marginal distributions
estimated for flows >0.99 AEP.
Non-parametric block bootstrap was used to resample from
the available gauge record.
Gauges were re-rated for high flows after the 2005 flood
event. However, the magnitude of this uncertainty is
unknown and could be relatively large for the largest events.
The model was calibrated on 2005 event data and we expect
this uncertainty to be smaller than those included above.
Tests were run at 5m resolution with little impact on flood
inundation extent.
Potential defence failure and errors in crest heights were not
considered.
These were not explicitly considered but are much smaller
than the uncertainty due to flow frequency (see discussions in
Neal et al. (2009) and Fewtrell et al. (2011)).
A stationary climate and catchment were assumed.
Risk not calculated.
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Monte Carlo sampling to generate gauged flow events
over a 1000 year period, followed by hydraulic mapping
to estimate the joint probability distribution function for
flooding at many spatially distributed locations. One
limitation of the method as used in this paper is that it
does not lend itself immediately to use where one or more
of the upstream catchments is ungauged. The main reason
for this limitation is that the semi-parametric nature of the
Heffernan and Tawn model does not allow for inclusion of
covariates, and so without simultaneously recorded data on
river levels or flows the model cannot be immediately used.
Although the Heffernan and Tawn model has been used to
link dependence between high river flows and catchment
characteristics (Keef et al., 2009a,b, Faulkner et al. 2012)
these studies compared the modelled spatial dependence
with catchment characteristics after modelling rather than
modelling spatial dependence taking catchment character-
istics into account.
The uncertainty sources considered by this paper and

some of the uncertainties that have been ignored are
summarised in Table II. As stated earlier, the approach
adopted here considers uncertainty and spatial depend-
ence in the flow frequency statistics but ignored errors
that may be introduced by the rating curve and hydraulic
model. Given the distribution of flows from the
bootstrapped runs of the event generator, it is reasonable
to assume that these are greater than the hydraulic model
uncertainties given the simulation errors from previous
studies at this site (e.g. Neal et al., 2009; Horritt et al., 2010;
Fewtrell et al., 2011). Although, there is the potential for
large errors in level and extent at discharges well above the
2005 event flows if water levels exceed bridge soffit
elevations, which were not considered in the hydraulic
model. The magnitude of rating uncertainty is typically
strongly flow dependent, and errors of 10–20% are not
unusual for out of bank flows based on extrapolated ratings.
However, although potentially significant at extreme flows,
uncertainty in flow frequency should still dominate, while
model calibration will partially compensate for some of the
rating uncertainty during periods of high discharge amongst
other model uncertainties.
The maximum depth simulated by the hydraulic model

over the City of Carlisle during the 1000 year simulation
period was found to be a combination of several events,
while assuming steady 0.01 AEP flow on all tributaries
overestimated flood extent relative to the joint probability
method proposed here. Therefore, at this site, the flood
hazard cannot be estimated by simulating each tributary
in isolation, by using a single hydraulic simulation,
assuming steady-state hydraulics, or assuming perfectly
dependent flows on each tributary.
Regarding the magnitude of uncertainty in the estimate

of 0.01 AEP (Figure 13), it is clear that typical gauging
station record lengths are insufficient to make accurate
estimates of the flow events required by flood risk
managers. There is however an interesting non-linear
structure to the inundation extents from the uncertainty
analysis. The best estimate and majority of the boot-
strapped events do not overtop the flood defences; most
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
of the remaining bootstrapped runs lead to inundation
extents similar to the 90th percentile of the uncertainty
distribution as the valley bottom fills. Inundation beyond
this is mostly due to a single bootstrapped event.
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